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The Debate on Historical Sociology:
Rational Choice Theory and Its Critics1

Edgar Kiser
University of Washington

Michael Hechter
University of Arizona

In the past two decades, many sociologists have denied the use-
fulness of general theories in favor of more particularistic ap-
proaches to historical explanation, which makes it difficult to specify
both the causal relations and the causal mechanisms that account
for social outcomes. This article offers some philosophical and theo-
retical justifications for the use of general theory in historical analy-
sis and contends that general theory guides the selection of facts,
provides a source of generalizable causal mechanisms, facilitates the
cumulation of knowledge across substantive domains, reveals anom-
alies that lead to new questions, and creates the conditions under
which existing theories can be supplanted by superior ones. The au-
thors further outline the concrete research practices that flow from
their approach and discuss several empirical studies that exemplify
these five advantages.

The recent revival of interest in historical sociology has renewed hoary
old social scientific debates about methodology and the proper role of the-
ory in historical explanation. Some time ago, in the pages of this journal,
we discerned a trend toward a new style of research in comparative and
historical sociology and pointed out some of its attendant liabilities (Kiser
and Hechter 1991). Inductive methods were being endorsed over deduc-
tive ones, and general explanations of social outcomes were being deni-
grated in favor of those stressing complexity, uniqueness, and historical
contingency. This tendency amounted to a considerable shift in emphasis:

1 We thank Kathryn Baker, Terry Boswell, William Brustein, Sun-Ki Chai, Elisabeth
Clemens, Debra Friedman, John R. Hall, Christine Horne, Ron Jepperson, Satoshi
Kanazawa, Avery Kolers, and Misha Petrovic for helpful comments. We alone are
responsible for the arguments presented herein. Direct correspondence to Edgar Kiser,
Department of Sociology, University of Washington, 202 Savery Hall, Seattle, Wash-
ington 98195.
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whereas historical sociologists traditionally had insisted on distinguishing
social science from history, now many sought to do away with the bound-
ary between these disciplines. It seemed to us that the norms of history
were coming to replace traditional sociological standards for assessing re-
search.

We characterized this trend as troubling because it discourages ade-
quate social explanations. Good explanations, we maintained, must spec-
ify both relations between causal factors (including models that indicate
how the causal factors are related), and the mechanisms purporting to
describe the process by which one causal factor influences the other. Since
social mechanisms are unobservable, they cannot be derived from empiri-
cal observations; instead, they often are derived from general theories.
Hence, we concluded, the increasingly fashionable attacks on general the-
ory inexorably foster poor explanations of social outcomes. At the same
time, we argued that some of the methodological practices in historical
sociology were deficient.

To ground the argument more concretely, we briefly discussed state
autonomy and policy formation—two favorite substantive topics in his-
torical sociology. To this end, the article highlighted the research of Theda
Skocpol and Michael Mann because it is widely acknowledged as exem-
plary.2 We argued that one particular general theory—rational choice—
improved their analyses by offering superior models of causal relations
and by suggesting plausible causal mechanisms.3

Far from dismissing contemporary historical sociology tout court, our
critique of historical sociology was selective.4 We challenged only method-

2 In our 1991 article, we noted that “Skocpol and Mann have contributed a great
deal to our understanding of state autonomy. They have demonstrated that states are
potentially autonomous and that the extent of state autonomy varies across time and
space. Both have identified structural factors related to variations in autonomy in
particular historical settings, and each has made general statements about what sorts
of factors are likely to influence state autonomy” (1991, p. 18). Our substantive aim
in discussing state autonomy and policy formation was to use rational choice theory
to “complete the project they have begun” (1991, p. 19). Further, we praised many
aspects of Skocpol’s work on revolutions: “Theda Skocpol’s substantive studies of
social revolutions and welfare states have combined important criticisms of existing
theoretical perspectives with insightful empirical generalizations about important his-
torical events. She has also been self-conscious and explicit about the methodological
underpinnings of her work” (1991, p. 12).
3 Somers (p. 723) claims that we view rational choice as they only current general
theory. This is simply false. Our text (1991, pp. 19, 23, 16) referred to rational choice as
“one source” of testable theoretical models and acknowledged “other general theories,”
including Marxism (see pp. 16, 19, 23). We still regard rational choice as the most
promising general theory currently available and continue to focus on it throughout
this discussion.
4 For example, our reservations about Stinchcombe refer only to his Theoretical Meth-
ods in Social History (1978). We approvingly cited his (1978) focus on causal mecha-
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ologically questionable practices or discourses that denigrated the impor-
tance of general theory in social science. We never challenged the validity
of the empirical generalizations advanced by historical sociologists and
historians (contrary to Somers’s claim above, p. 757).5 Our basic point
was that if knowledge of general theory is one of sociologists’ principal
comparative advantages in conducting historical research, then this new
counsel—that sociologists should consciously forswear this knowledge—
is perverse.6

Since we were skeptical about the new wave in historical sociology, we
expected the targets of our criticism to respond. There have been three
responses to date.7 Quadagno and Knapp (1992) deny that historical soci-
ologists reject theory; instead, they claim that historical sociologists have
a very different notion of theory than we do. They advocate a “temporally
grounded historical sociology,” that stresses contingency and sequen-
tiality, and focuses on “the theoretical value of narrative.”8 Skocpol (1994)
principally addresses our methodological criticisms and defends her own
substantive analysis of revolutions. In what is by far the most detailed
response, Somers (in this issue) elaborates on Quadagno and Knapp’s epis-
temological criticisms and moves substantially beyond them. She also crit-

nisms (1991, p. 4), his (1968, pp. 19–20) discussion of testing theories (1991, p. 9), and
his (1982) criticisms of Wallerstein (1991, p. 24). Although we were critical of some
of Tilly’s research, we also praised The Vendee (1964) and concurred with his (1975,
pp. 11–12) argument that the best way to test causal statements is to follow cases
over time (1991, p. 13). Our criticisms of Erikson (1966), Swanson (1960), and Wal-
lerstein (1974) were confined to the complaint that they often failed to specify clear
causal mechanisms.
5 Skocpol (1994, pp. 322–25) completely misconstrues our criticisms as referring to the
substance of her historical arguments, rather than to her use of method and theory.
Thus her complaint that we provide no superior alternative general theory of revolu-
tion—and cite only Taylor (1988) on peasant revolt—amounts to much ado about
nothing. Taylor was cited only to make the point that Skocpol’s (1979) explanation of
revolution lacked the microfoundations necessary for providing a causal mechanism.
Skocpol (1994, p. 324) herself has admitted that her argument was incomplete in pre-
cisely this respect.
6 We find exceedingly odd the notion that the social sciences should seek to emulate
the humanities. Whatever one makes of the present state of the social sciences, many
observers regard the intellectual health of the humanities as little short of perilous
(Kernan 1997).
7 It thus seems strange that Somers would claim that we have “closed off debate”
(p. 749).
8 Narrative analysis and rational choice are not necessarily at odds, however (Kiser
1996). The traditional mode of historical narrative has been intentional, relying on
historical agents’ presumed motives and beliefs. For McCloskey (1990), rational choice
theory is one kind of narrative. The term often used by philosophers for intentional
explanation, “folk psychology,” reflects its origins in our intuitive ways of understand-
ing others.
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icizes our philosophical presuppositions and concludes with a broadside
against rational choice theory.

A number of complex issues are broached in the debate. Here, we will
address three main topics: philosophical presuppositions, rival views of
theory, and the role of general theory—in particular, rational choice the-
ory—in historical research.

Despite her claim that we share a commitment to epistemological real-
ism, our philosophical differences with Somers are profound. Our own
stance is in no way novel. We adhere to a standard version of realism as
developed and elaborated by several philosophers of science (among them
Kuhn [(1962) 1970], Popper [1994], Lakatos [1978], and Sayer [1992]; see
also Searle 1995). We think that science progresses by testing clear general
propositions and by attempting to resolve the anomalies that this testing
process invariably reveals. Admittedly, this model of science sometimes
rests on ambiguities concerning the criteria that make for a good test, or
for the recognition of an anomaly. In the face of these ambiguities, Somers
opts to throw the baby out with the bathwater: she advocates a novel and
idiosyncratic set of philosophical foundations. Somers argues for a new
historical epistemology and a new philosophy of science—she refers to
it as relational realism—that derives from recent relativistic critiques of
science. Her conception that science is nothing but a social construction
shaped by particular historical circumstances offers little hope for the cu-
mulation of knowledge. Accordingly, the first section of our response dis-
cusses these two views and refutes Somers’s claim that our own philo-
sophical foundations are incoherent.

Epistemological issues aside, we also have a very different conception
of theory than do our critics, and we articulate those views in the second
section of this discussion. On this score, as well, we make no great claims
to originality. Our conception of theory closely resembles that found in
advanced theory construction texts (Stinchcombe 1968; Cohen 1989). We
subscribe to the basic Kuhnian notion that general theories provide a par-
adigm capable of producing a research program (see also Popper 1994).
As such, general theories are composed of interrelated sets of assumptions,
models, causal mechanisms, abstract scope conditions, and testable propo-
sitions. Even though this conception is extremely broad, our critics fault
us for excessive narrowness. They espouse an alternative conception of
theory that is more capacious by far. For them, theory merely consists
of some loose orienting concepts or general categories. These are often
constructed from historical evidence and untied to any overarching theo-
retical framework. If they exist at all, the causal mechanisms and scope
conditions of their preferred theories are defined historically. The second
section of our response therefore compares these rival conceptions of
theory.
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Which of these two rival conceptions is likely to produce superior re-
search and lead to the cumulation of knowledge? To answer this question
we must forsake the ethereal realm of epistemology for more earthly con-
cerns about the practice of historical research. It would be profitable to
compare our approach to Somers’s at this terrestrial level, but she pro-
vides too few hints about the implications of her argument for carrying
out historical research to do so.

The third section of this article shows how our preferred general theory,
rational choice, can be used in historical analysis. To that end, it discusses
the microfoundations and models used in rational choice, how arguments
are tested, and how anomalies can be resolved. Several empirical exam-
ples serve to illustrate our approach, and we allude to some of the progress
that has already been attained in this nascent research program. We con-
clude by summarizing the main points at issue in the debate and then
offer several reasons for the superiority of our approach.

PHILOSOPHICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS

Our 1991 article focused on general theoretical and methodological issues
in sociology, not on philosophy per se. Since the analysis was based on
philosophical foundations, Somers is right to insist that we make these
foundations more explicit, and that those foundations be coherent and
consistent. We devoted little attention to these matters because we felt we
had nothing original to offer—we presented no new epistemology, no new
philosophy of science. Yet far from mixing realism and positivism, as Som-
ers charges, we maintained a consistently realist position throughout.9 Our
analysis is based on two epistemological assumptions: there is a social
world existing outside the minds and sense perceptions of its participants,
and mechanisms are responsible for generating causal relations. These are
the main tenets of epistemological realism. Realism simply implies that
the contours of this world are, at least in principle, objectively knowable.
Because we often lack the capacity to perceive this real world fully, how-
ever, we must rely on concepts and theories that purport to describe its
unobservable elements. This unfortunate, if necessary, reliance on unob-

9 Somers labels us “theoretical realists” to differentiate our position from the new form
of realism she refers to as “relational realism.” We follow standard practice in the
philosophy of science and continue to use the term “realism,” because her label of
theoretical realism distorts our position. Despite our reluctance to delve into philoso-
phy, we described our epistemological stance as realist (1991, p. 13; relying primarily
on Lakatos [1978]) and made pains to distinguish it (1991, p. 6) from positivist views
(e.g., Hempel 1959). Our treatment of causal explanation emphasized unobservable
causal mechanisms and abstract models of causal relations, both of which are clearly
realist concerns.
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servables leads to a central difficulty with all realist explanations. If mech-
anisms are unobservable, then how can we be persuaded of their truth?
For that matter, how can we adjudicate between rival explanations based
on different mechanisms?

Mechanisms purport to describe the process by which a given cause
brings about its effect. Although no hard and fast definition of them ex-
ists,10 mechanisms typically explain outcomes by invoking phenomena at
a level of analysis lower than that of the outcome of concern (Stinchcombe
1991; Elster 1983; Bunge 1996). This means that one discipline’s mecha-
nisms are another’s central research problems. For example, the mecha-
nisms used in rational choice theory are intentional—actions are ex-
plained by the future states they are intended to bring about.11 Whereas
rational choice theorists (who are interested in accounting for macrolevel
outcomes) invoke mechanisms based on purposive agents with transitive
preferences, psychologists (who are interested in accounting for individual
outcomes) invoke cognitions as mechanisms and conceive of the agent as
an unwieldly macroscopic unit.

Philosophers of science are divided on how best to cope with causality.
Positivists distrust causality and concentrate exclusively on observables
(correlations or “constant conjunctions” between variables), but realists
are willing to assume the existence of underlying causes that generate rela-
tions between observables. We argued that three criteria can help us assess
explanations based on rival causal mechanisms: plausibility, reducing the
time lag between cause and effect, and testing each mechanism’s unique
empirical implications (Kiser and Hechter 1991, pp. 6–8). The plausibility
criterion—which resides not in individuals but in the relevant scientific
community—distinguishes our position from that of instrumentalists (e.g.,
Friedman 1953), who regard prediction as a sufficient test of an explana-
tion’s adequacy. Reducing the time lag between cause and effect produces
more detailed and fine-grained explanations and decreases the possibility

10 For Bunge (1996, p. 138), mechanisms are necessary to explain the behavior of all
outcomes—save for those involving the behavior of things having no parts, such as
elementary particles and photons. “As soon as we study systems, from atoms to na-
tions, we experience the need to know how they work? . . . The only condition for a
mechanism hypothesis to be taken seriously in modern science or technology is that
it be concrete (rather than immaterial), lawful (rather than miraculous), and scrutable
(rather than occult).” Note how much definitional leeway this view of mechanisms
provides.
11 Hedström and Swedberg (1996, p. 32) state that “intentional explanation allows us
to ‘understand’ the act, in the Weberian sense of the term.” Mechanisms need not be
invoked at lower levels of analysis. Selection mechanisms used in neoclassical econom-
ics, evolutionary biology, and population ecology theory are examples of macrolevel
causal mechanisms.
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of spuriousness. Ultimately, the third criterion is the most useful one. Even
if social mechanisms are unobservable, every distinctive mechanism is
likely to have at least one unique empirical implication. In principle, then,
rival mechanisms can be assessed by evaluating their unique empirical
implications.

Somers (p. 770) rejects our criteria for evaluating causal mechanisms,
arguing that they are necessarily tied to a particular substantive theory—
rational choice—and thus not generally useful. She focuses primarily on
one of our three criteria, reducing the time lag between cause and effect.12

Somers contends that the emphasis on reducing the time lag between
cause and effect, which we suggest is usually done by invoking more mi-
crolevel or mesolevel factors, is simply a substantive justification for ratio-
nal choice theory masquerading as an epistemology. But rational choice
theorists are far from unique in regarding mechanisms as means of more
closely linking cause and effect by moving to lower levels of analysis.
Stinchcombe (1991), one of Somers’s favorite authorities, makes the same
point using a variety of substantive examples. Moreover, Somers (pp. 770–
71) unwittingly demonstrates that this criterion for judging mechanisms
is not limited to rational choice theory, for she deploys it similarly in one
of her own examples.13

Given our realist focus on causal mechanisms and abstract models, how
can Somers (p. 746) accuse us of mixing realism and positivism into an
incoherent brew? Even though our discussion of philosophical founda-
tions is truncated, Somers’s accusation of incoherence requires textual jus-
tification. Her strategy is to assume that any phrases or citations in the
1991 article that could possibly be linked to positivism provide proof posi-
tive that we are at heart positivists. She begins by labeling Hume and
Hempel as two important founders of positivism and attempts to associate
us with them. She (p. 747) refers to Hume as our “original authority” even
though he is cited only twice and only two or three sentences are devoted
to his ideas. She tries to link us several times to Hempel’s deductive-nomo-

12 It is hard to imagine that our other two criteria, plausibility and empirical implica-
tions, could in any way be tied to the substance of rational choice theory.
13 Somers argues that “since food has calories, and calories are energy, when we reduce
our intake then the body has less energy to draw from external sources so it has to
turn to internal sources of energy, which are stores of fat, and it uses up fat when it
draws that energy” (p. 770). Note that her argument does exactly what we advocate—
it reduces the time lag between the amount of food consumed and weight loss by
filling in the microlevel processes linking the two factors. In this case, these microlevel
factors ultimately derive from molecular biology. Thus her own example proves her
argument wrong: our epistemological criteria are not tied to the substance of rational
choice theory.
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logical positivism, even though the only time we mention Hempel is to
distinguish our position from his (Kiser and Hechter 1991, p. 6).14 Somers’s
construction of an internal contradiction in our position, therefore, arises
out of selective misinterpretations of fragmentary textual evidence.15

Somers’s own philosophical stance apparently owes much to recent rel-
ativistic critiques of science.16 Thus, she (p. 746) denies that most social
scientists consider causality to be a necessary feature of an explanation,17

and that causal relations and mechanisms are required for adequate expla-
nations (p. 746).18 She (p. 741) contends that all knowledge, logics, and
reasoning practices are “history-laden,” and that “science does not exist
outside its own historical conditions” (pp. 738–39). For Somers, history
determines the theories that are accepted as true and the facts that are
deemed important at any given time. She proposes a “historical epistemol-
ogy” based on the “thesis that the history of a thing (and not just the logic
of its construction) can tell you something fundamental about its nature”
(p. 731).19 Somers describes her new philosophy of science as “relational
realism”: the “thesis that belief in the causal power of unobservables—

14 She also labels us positivists by fiat. Somers claims that we use a “positivist language
of deduction” (p. 753) and that we have a “positivist concern” (p. 747) for the problems
caused by the inability to directly observe causal mechanisms. She argues that our
use of the phrase “causal explanation works by subsuming events under causal laws”
links us to Hempel’s positivism, but that phrase is a quotation from Elster (1983,
p. 26), who is anything but a positivist. Our concerns with deduction, with mitigating
problems due to unobservability, and our desire to discover causal regularities are by
no means confined to positivism—these issues are also central features of realism.
15 Such misattribution occurs frequently in Somers’s article. For another example, she
claims that “Kiser and Hechter now appear to follow Friedman’s conception of ‘posi-
tive economics’ ” (p. 759)—but we do not endorse Friedman’s views and never have.
16 To a large extent, this is also true of Quadagno and Knapp (1992, p. 504). They
note that “behind the idea of generating testable implications lies a presumption that
science should seek general laws that are abstract representations of reality” and reject
this conception of science. For a recent critique of scientific relativism, see Koertge
(1997).
17 Although she claims that no such consensus exists, the only citations she provides
are to Hume, Comte, and Popper—no contemporary sociologists are cited who dis-
agree with our claim. It is true, as Quadagno and Knapp (1992, p. 487) point out,
that some interpretive sociologists renounce any concern with causality. However, we
still maintain that the vast majority of social scientists interested in explanation regard
causality as central to the enterprise.
18 Presumably, she is alluding to the continued existence of some traditional positivists
who do not believe in causal mechanisms. This was a popular position in sociology
a few decades ago, but it has few adherents now.
19 One of the central claims in our 1991 article was that historical sociologists were
increasingly replacing the sociological norms concerning research practice with the
norms of historians. The philosophical foundations of Somers’s position are a perfect
illustration of this, as she notes: “relational realists borrow freely from what has tradi-
tionally been historians’ terrain” (p. 767).
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such as states, markets, or social classes—does not depend on the rational-
ity or truth of any given theory but upon practical evidence of its causal
impact on the relationships in which it is embedded” (p. 744). She goes
on to outline three principles of relational realism (p. 766). The causal
power of a “theoretical social dynamic” (her examples are gender and
states) must be “independent from absolute belief in any one particular
theory.” The theory must have an epistemology (in this case, her “historical
epistemology”). Last, “there are no universally valid principles of logical
reasoning; there are only problem-driven ones.” Somers’s final principle
is the most telling testament to her extreme relativism; it implies that she
considers even the most basic rules of logic to be culture bound. She claims
that there are no universally valid principles for logical reasoning; this
has the absurd implication that rules of logical inference such as modus
ponens and modus tollens are valid in some historical periods but not in
others. These statements harken back to a conventionalist philosophy of
science that regards truth as nothing more than a historically determined
social construction.

We are unpersuaded by such views (see Laudan 1990; Searle 1995).
The degree to which any phenomenon is a social construction ought to be
regarded as an empirical question rather than an epistemological axiom.

THEORY AND ITS ROLE IN EXPLANATION

These days there are almost as many definitions of theory as there are
sociologists. Does this mean that the term is impossible to define or that
any one definition of theory is as valid as any other? Not at all.20 Defini-
tions of theory have consequences for the quality of research, the ability
to test arguments, and the cumulation of knowledge. The principal claim
of our article was that general theory is useful in historical explanations,
since it is an important source of causal mechanisms. General theories
provide both the omnitemporal laws that animate contextual models (Pop-
per 1994, p. 165) and the guidelines necessary to attack particular substan-
tive problems.21 Our critics responded primarily by claiming that they do

20 Here are two definitions of theory that we endorse. “[Theories] are causal explana-
tions providing intelligible answers to why-questions about empirical facts” (Hechter
1987, p. 1, n. 1). “Theory can be taken to mean a set of assumptions or postulates
with which one approaches some part of the empirical world, a set of concepts in
terms of which this part of the world is described, and a set of propositions, emerging
from the assumptions and relating the concepts, about the way this part of the world
‘works,’ which are checked against observations of that world” (Stryker 1959, p. 111).
21 General theories “supply the group with preferred or permissible analogies and met-
aphors. By doing so they help to determine what will be accepted as an explanation
and as a puzzle-solution; conversely, they assist in the determination of the roster of
unsolved puzzles and in the evaluation of the importance of each” (Kuhn 1970, p. 184).
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not in fact reject theory; rather, they plead for a different type of theory.
They advocate a looser definition of theory and suggest that it should be
constructed historically and that its main components (such as mecha-
nisms and scope conditions) should be defined historically instead of ab-
stractly.

Much of the debate generated by our article focuses on the relative
importance of induction and deduction in the conduct of research. Al-
though we were critical of an overreliance on induction in current histori-
cal sociology,22 we never advocated an equally one-sided emphasis on de-
duction. In fact, we explicitly renounced a purely deductive methodology
and praised research that combined induction and deduction (p. 17).23 In
spite of this, our critics insist on the caricature that we are pure deducti-
vists (Quadagno and Knapp 1992, p. 491; Skocpol 1994, p. 322; Somers,
in this issue, p. 725). But this conclusion rests on a misreading of our
original text. We share with our critics the conviction that no research in
comparative-historical sociology is purely inductive, just as none is purely
deductive. All good research combines both deductive and inductive as-
pects.

The crux of the debate turns on the kinds of ideas and theories that
are likely to stimulate productive research. We hold that research ought
not be formulated merely on the basis of loose ideas or orienting concepts,
but on the basis of general theories having explicit assumptions and ab-
stract scope conditions. Our point was not that current comparative-
historical sociology lacks ideas, but that it ignores the kinds of ideas de-
rived from general theory.24 General theories constitute paradigms that

They also provide researchers with shared exemplars that allow them to construe
their problems as analogous to problems whose solutions have already been attained.
The researcher “discovers . . . a way to see his problem as like a problem he has
already encountered. Having seen the resemblance, grasped the analogy between two
or more distinct problems, he can interrelate symbols and attach them to nature in
the ways that have proved effective before. The law-sketch, say f 5 ma, has functioned
as a tool, informing the student what similarities to look for, signaling the gestalt in
which the situation is to be seen . . . He has . . . assimilated a time-tested and group-
licensed way of seeing” (Kuhn 1970, p. 189).
22 Skocpol (1994, p. 322) argues that she started with some theoretical notions from
Weber, Hintze, and resource mobilization theory, and thus claims that we incorrectly
label her work as primarily inductive. However, the fact that scholars as diverse as
Burawoy (1989) and Sewell (1996) also decribe her approach as inductive lends cre-
dence to our interpretation.
23 We explicitly commented that “induction is necessary in comparative-historical re-
search” (1991, p. 24).
24 This approach—beginning not with explicit general theory but only with some “the-
oretical notions” or “orienting concepts”— is common not just in historical sociology,
but in the discipline as a whole. We consider it justified only when no good theory
exists in a particular area. In that case all research must be exploratory.
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can lead to research programs. They consist of explicit assumptions about
causal relations, mechanisms, abstract models, and conditions delimiting
the scope of such assumptions. Together these elements can be used to
generate testable causal propositions. The assumptions, mechanisms, and
models are part of the hard core of the theory (Lakatos 1978) that are not
directly tested,25 and are questioned only in the last instance. The utility
of one general theory relative to others is judged in part by its logical
coherence, but ultimately by how much it explains about relevant empiri-
cal observations.26 A fruitful general theory can generate many proposi-
tions using relatively few basic assumptions, mechanisms, and models
(Jasso 1988). The more empirical support these propositions receive, the
more useful the theory.

In contrast, our critics seem to think that almost any type of idea quali-
fies as a theory. Quadagno and Knapp (1992, pp. 493, 504) suggest that
historical sociologists need start only with some “initial theoretical no-
tions,” and that “theory should provide the researcher not with statements
to be tested, but with questions.”27 They advocate a “temporally grounded
historical sociology,” that stresses contingency and sequentiality, and fo-
cuses on “the theoretical value of narrative.”28 If theory can refer to any
“theoretical notions” (Quadagno and Knapp 1992, p. 493), “theoretical so-
cial dynamics” (Somers, in this issue, p. 766), or particular substantive
arguments, then Quadagno and Knapp (1992, pp. 482–84) are surely cor-

25 They are tested indirectly, by tests of the propositions they generate. None of these
individual tests is conclusive, so theories are never abandoned until incorrect predic-
tions (unresolved anomalies) cumulate and alternative theories arise that can explain
them.
26 Quadagno and Knapp (1992, p. 495) argue that using general theory leads to empiri-
cal problems in that “the risk of selecting confirming evidence while ignoring discon-
firming evidence is greater when theory is defined as universal and omnitemporal.”
This would be true only if case choice procedures were totally unspecified, since the
broader scope would allow scholars to engage in more successful ad hoc searches for
confirming cases. However, one of the central arguments in our 1991 article was that
cases should be carefully and systematically chosen in order to prevent this outcome.
27 Quadagno and Knapp (1992, p. 504) argue for a more open-ended beginning to the
research process and suggest that our approach is too closed. “In their metatheoretical
program, theory structures historical inquiry in such a way that the “ending point”
of research is given prior to the conduct of research itself. The answers are known
before the questions are asked.” It is true that beginning with general theory structures
inquiry more than beginning with some vague hunches or orienting concepts, but this
only means that the questions to be asked are clear, not that the answers are already
given. We stressed the fact that anomalies often arise in the process of doing research,
and that these anomalies often modify explanations. Thus beginning with general
theory does not mean that all of the “ending points” of the research are known in
advance.
28 For example, Quadagno and Knapp want to “derive theoretical explanations from
detailed narrative histories” (1992, p. 482).
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rect when they assert that most historical sociology is theoretical.29 By the
same token, so is the curriculum at McDonald’s Hamburger University.

Although philosophers of science consider mechanisms to be abstract
and omnitemporal (Bunge 1996), our critics prefer them to be historically
specific.30 Above, Somers (pp. 768–69) argues for “situational” mecha-
nisms,31 and stresses the “contingent and indeterminate nature” of her “ba-
sic causal mechanism,” the “contingent relational pathway.”32 Quadagno
and Knapp (1992, p. 486) argue along similar lines that narratives can
identify and specify mechanisms.

Yet historically defined mechanisms are difficult to assess since—by
definition—they do not apply to other situations or to substantive prob-
lems. Such mechanisms can have little utility for other researchers. In
contrast, the mechanisms derived from general theories are generaliz-
able—they can be used in different substantive areas and historical pe-
riods. Hence, even when exploring a historically unique set of causal rela-
tions, it is always preferable to invoke general mechanisms.

How should the scope of theory be defined for the purposes of historical

29 Somers’s substantive theory is a blend of network ideas (the relational part) with
a social constructionist view of the micro level as consisting of “identities” that shape
action. For her, action is based on “socially constructed identities” (p. 766). She argues
that “identity can only be deciphered by virtue of its ‘place’ in relationship to other
identities in its web.”
30 Somers takes evolutionary biology as an example that supports her approach
(pp. 771–72), but her reading of this field—which is heavily indebted to the writings
of Steven Gould—is tendentious. Gould himself is embroiled in a debate about the
proper role of theory in biology that in many respects parallels this one (to get some
flavor of the debate, see Dawkins [1997] and Gould [1997]). For a radically different
view of the state of evolutionary biology, see Sober (1993), and Dennett (1995). Somers
argues that evolutionary biology “lacks true invariant laws” (p. 771), but this is a
serious misunderstanding of the form of explanation characteristic of this discipline.
Evolutionary biology illustrates well the necessity of combining general theory and
initial conditions—i.e., historical details. Although path dependence and historical
contingency are important parts of the narratives of evolutionary biologists, the gen-
eral theories of natural selection and molecular biology undergird all such stories. The
former provides macrolevel causal mechanisms, the latter microlevel causal mecha-
nisms.
31 Somers cites Stinchcombe (1991) on situational mechanisms, but clearly he does not
view mechanisms as contingent and indeterminate, as she claims; rather, he considers
them to be general, stable features of recurring situations.
32 It is not exactly clear what this means, and the examples Somers provides do not
enlighten. For example, she claims: “There are no laws for the extinction of species,
for example, but there are indeed mechanisms: a comet hits . . . kills the dinosaurs
thousands of years later” (p. 771). Somers is mistaken: the Alvarez theory of the extinc-
tion of dinosaurs posits the impact of an asteroid, not a comet. Comets are formed
mostly of ice and could not have had the same catastrophic impact. Is this an example
of a “contingent relational pathway”? We would consider the asteroid’s impact to be
an exogenous shock, not a causal mechanism.
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analysis? On the face of it, scope conditions can be specified either histori-
cally or abstractly. Historically defined scope conditions (favored by
Quadagno and Knapp [1992, p. 501] and by Somers) are based on particu-
lar spatial and temporal parameters (e.g., a given argument may only
apply to 17th-century France). In contrast, abstract scope conditions
merely contain general specifications of conditions that could exist in
many places and times (e.g., a given argument may apply to hereditary
monarchies).

Historical scope conditions can always be translated into abstract ones
by redefining particular features of historical cases as values on a set of
parameters.33 This translation makes arguments more explicit, more gen-
eral, and more testable. Perhaps the most important virtue of using ab-
stract scope conditions is that arguments developed in one place and time
can be applied to others. As in the case of general theory, the use of ab-
stract scope conditions increases the generalizability of explanations.
When scope conditions are defined abstractly, the number of relevant
cases of the given phenomenon is expanded, making it easier to test argu-
ments. Since historical sociologists often are plagued by having a surfeit
of variables relative to cases, this is an especially important advantage.34

Finally, abstract scope conditions increase the relevance of historical soci-
ology by allowing insights developed in the study of past societies to be
applied to present and future states of the world. This is the most impor-
tant contribution that historical sociology can make to the discipline as a
whole.

RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY AND THE EXPLANATION OF
HISTORICAL OUTCOMES

The primary purpose of our initial article was to argue for the use of
general theory in historical research. Since rational choice was our only
extended example of a general theory,35 much of the ensuing debate has

33 In most cases, the use of historical instead of abstract scope conditions is the result
of a failure to fully explore the implications of an argument—in other words, of an
incomplete theory. Saying that an argument applies to 17th-century France, e.g., is
a vague shorthand for a set of characteristics affecting the causal relationship in ques-
tion that presumably are present in France in the 17th century but absent elsewhere.
34 Historically defined scope conditions are unproblematic in noncomparative history.
However, comparative historians must rely on abstractly defined scope conditions to
select their cases.
35 Our use of a sociological version of rational choice theory to address historical issues
is by no means novel. A theoretical and methodological approach to comparative and
historical sociology that uses clear abstract models and intentional action as its main
causal mechanism already has been articulated, although it has neither been systemat-
ically explicated nor widely emulated. This is the approach developed by Max Weber
in part 1 of Economy and Society ([1922] 1968). Below, we sketch what we construe
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challenged its merits. Most of the faults our critics find in rational choice,
however, derive from timeworn critiques of neoclassical economics. These
critiques are not relevant to the much different form that the theory has
assumed in recent sociology (for a review, see Hechter and Kanazawa
[1997]). The writings of sociologists using rational choice, including Julia
Adams (1996), Terry Boswell (Boswell and Dixon 1993), Mary Brinton
(1988), William Brustein (1996), Ivan Ermakoff (1997), Debra Friedman
(1995), and Diego Gambetta (1993), are not easily confused with those of
George Stigler and Milton Friedman.

Our critics have different kinds of reservations about rational choice
theory. Somers not only rejects rational choice, but all forms of method-
ological individualism and intentional explanation, as well. She rejects
the contention that purposive agents determine social outcomes (pp. 763–
64) and denies that complete explanations must include discussions of the
actions of individuals. Her most fundamental criticism of rational choice
theory is that it relies on an implausible ontology (pp. 762–66): the micro-
foundations of rational choice theory are too simplistic since people do
not always act rationally. This charge damns all general theories, not just
rational choice. Since all theories simplify reality, their ontologies are nec-
essarily incomplete, but this does not make them implausible.36 Finally,

as a neo-Weberian approach to historical sociology, although the philosophical foun-
dations of our approach cannot be traced to Weber, who was a nominalist rather than
a realist. Weber was a methodological individualist (1968, pp. 4,7,13) who argued that
it was preferable to begin analyses by assuming instrumental motivations (p. 5) and
using abstract models of forms of social relations (ideal-types; pp. 19, 21; for a pioneer-
ing attempt to analyze an historical outcome that relies on both Weber and rational
choice theory, see Hall [1988]). Like earlier readings of Weber by Parsons (1937), Ben-
dix (1960), and Collins (1986), our interpretation is shaped by our own theoretical
commitments. We believe that the core of Weber’s approach to historical analysis
corresponds to emerging developments in sociological versions of rational choice the-
ory (Hechter 1987; Brinton 1988; Levi 1988; Coleman 1990; Kiser 1994; Adams 1996;
Brustein 1996; Hechter and Kanazawa 1997). Our rational choice interpretation of
Weber is roughly analogous to interpretations of Marx proposed recently by Elster
(1985) and Roemer (1986). Just as they outlined an “analytical Marxism,” here we
develop an “analytical Weberianism.” However, our arguments must stand or fall on
their own merits, not on the legitimacy of Weber. For this reason we do not emphasize
our debt to Weber in the following discussion.
36 This criticism is partly a result of her confusion about the microfoundations of ratio-
nal choice theory. Somers’s definition of rational choice theory conflates its core ele-
ment (rationality) with various auxiliary features (self-interest, wealth maximization)
without distinguishing the two. She claims that “the basic ontological assumptions of
rational choice are well-known—that all actors apply the standards of means-ends
rationality, that they are self-interested, and they are wealth maximizers” (p. 763).
The hard core of rational choice includes only the first of these assumptions—action
is purposive, intentional, and involves means-ends calculations. The other two, self-
interest and wealth maximization, are common auxiliary assumptions used in many,
but far from all, applications of rational choice (Friedman and Diem 1993). Rational
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Somers claims that models used in rational choice theory cannot deal with
temporality and path dependence,37 and cannot produce narrative analy-
ses that incorporate particular historical details—thus they are inadequate
tools for analyzing history (cf. Kiser 1996).38

In contrast, Skocpol sees nothing amiss with rational choice micro-
foundations on theoretical grounds and even admits that she has been
using them (implicitly) herself.39 Skocpol’s principal complaints are sub-
stantive and empirical. She regards rational choice arguments simply as
post hoc redescriptions of findings already discovered by others. For Skoc-
pol (1994, p. 325), the jury is still out on whether rational choice theory
can improve on existing explanations of macrosociological outcomes.

These charges deserve a response. To that end, we next outline the
rational choice research program in historical sociology and document
some of its substantive successes.

The Role of Actors in Historical Sociology

How should sociologists explain social outcomes and events? We contend
that all good sociological explanations must consist of separate arguments

choice theorists have been increasingly interested in noninstrumental motivations re-
cently, including those based on values (Hechter 1992a, 1994; Friedman, Hechter, and
Kanazawa 1994), emotions (Frank 1988), and habits (Becker 1996). Admittedly, most
research inspired by rational choice in historical sociology has failed to incorporate
noninstrumental motivations.
37 Somers (pp. 754–55) argues that rational choice theorists advocate “minimal tempo-
rality,” but the quotation she uses to make that attribution is taken entirely out of
context. Our discussion of “minimal temporality” was part of an argument about the
virtues of minimizing the time lag between cause and effect—it had nothing to do
with any rejection of the importance of sequence or path dependence.
38 Somers’s misunderstandings of rational choice deepen when she delves into substan-
tive arguments. For example, she asks “we can count low voter turnout, but how do
we ‘prove’ that the cause is really utility maximization and/or free ridership, as op-
posed, say, to production of registration difficulties put in the way of voting by state
and county governments?” (p. 740). But the latter is not an argument opposed to
rational choice, it is a central part of it—a rational choice model predicts a strong
association between the costs of registration and voter turnout. A similar difficulty
arises in her discussion of Friedman (1953). She claims that Friedman’s argument
about the relationship between markets and firms lacks a causal mechanism because
it does not rely on the thought processes that produce managers’ choices. She is right
that the actual choice process of managers does not matter to Friedman, but the reason
it does not is that Friedman relies on another powerful causal mechanism, market
selection. Regardless of what managers think or do, he argues that markets will select
the most efficient firms. His mechanism is not invoked at the micro level.
39 “The reason that Taylor is so easily able to provide a rational-choice gloss on my
discussion is that he and I were starting from much more similar metatheoretical
assumptions than he supposes” (1992, p. 325). Skocpol eleborates, “I simply assumed
that peasants and others whose actions I narrated were acting rationally” (p. 325).
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pertaining, first, to the motives of individual actors and, second, to models
of the contexts within which their action takes place. Good explanations
in historical sociology are no different, save in one crucial respect. It is
far more difficult to explain outcomes and events in societies distant in
time and space than in our own.

All complete social explanations must include an analysis of individual
motives and actions (Hechter 1983; Coleman 1986). For sociological pur-
poses, individuals are the elementary units of analysis, for they cannot be
divided into smaller acting units. If outcomes and events ultimately are
the products of the actions of individuals, just how are these phenomena
to be explained? What accounts for individual action? Since understand-
ing the reasons why people act as they do is essential to explaining out-
comes and events, we must employ a different methodology than that
used in the natural sciences.

Motives, for our purposes, may be usefully divided into two elements:
orientations to and goals of action. Whereas goals are practically infinite
in their variety, orientations to action are either instrumental or not. In-
strumental action is consequentialist. People are motivated instrumentally
whenever they choose a course of action that they believe is the most
effective means of attaining their goals in a given situation. Instrumental
action implies nothing at all about the nature of these goals, however:
they can be materialist or idealist, conventional or wildly idiosyncratic.
The wealth-maximizing capitalist and the salvation-seeking cleric are
both instrumentally motivated.

Sometimes, however, orientations to action are noninstrumental. For
instance, action may be determined by a conscious belief that a given
ethical, aesthetic, or religious behavior must be taken because of duty,
right, or merely for its own sake, regardless of its consequences.40 This is
value-oriented action. Emotional action, which is determined by the
actor’s specific affects and feeling states, is likewise nonconsequentialist.
Emotional action is carried out in the heat of the moment and without
forethought—“crimes of passion” are a classic example. Finally, action
can be purely habitual—determined by reflex rather than calculation or
impulse.

Do instrumental orientations to action provide the best basis for ex-
plaining social outcomes and events? This is an empirical question. Often,
however, direct and reliable evidence about orientations to action is diffi-
cult to come by. When, due to a lack of evidence, it is necessary to make

40 Parsons (1937) regards ritual as an exemplary form of value-oriented action. This,
however, is far from certain. Insofar as rituals are performed in public settings, partici-
pants will have instrumental reasons for engaging in them.
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assumptions about action orientations, explanations should proceed by
assuming that actors are instrumentally oriented. Instrumental action is
least ambiguous and therefore most understandable to the analyst, who
may not share an emic perspective with her subjects. Hence, by assuming
an instrumental orientation, the analyst can most easily derive models
that yield empirical implications for any set of circumstances. Substan-
tively, how could individuals or cultures whose action is predominantly
nonconsequentialist ever successfully compete against instrumental
actors?

Since instrumental action is intentional rather than random or uncon-
scious, it implies goals. If we do not understand the actor’s goals, then we
cannot deduce how an instrumentally motivated person would go about
realizing them. To understand an action we must know the goals people
hope to attain by undertaking that particular action and the information
available to them, including their beliefs. Last, we must appreciate the
contextual circumstances they face that limit or enhance their ability to
attain these goals.

Whereas actual behavior may be public, the mechanisms generating it
(intentional action based on goals) are internal states that can only be seen
as through a glass darkly (Hechter 1992b; Hechter, Nadel, and Michod
1993). Since an instrumental explanation of outcomes and events requires
specification of actors’ goals, the difficulty of discerning these goals often
mitigates our attempts at explaining outcomes.

Goals can be imputed at different levels of abstraction, and on this
account with more or less realism. Most realistically, we can attempt to
ascertain the actual goal in the given case of a particular actor or the
average and approximate goal attributable to a given group of actors.
Alternatively, we can assume that hypothetical actors are motivated to
pursue given goals on the basis of theoretical considerations. Clearly, we
would always prefer to employ the most realistic motivations in our expla-
nations, but our ability to do so is limited by the availability of appropriate
evidence. The greater the availability of evidence, the less we need to
employ motivational assumptions to explain social outcomes. For exam-
ple, to explain contemporary events we can exploit our knowledge of the
relevant circumstances that we share with the actors in question as mem-
bers of the same society. Even so, it is unlikely that we will be very knowl-
edgeable about the precise nature of the actors’ goals and circumstances.
Since contemporary actors are, in principle, available for us to study, we
can employ a battery of different data collection techniques—ranging
from sample surveys, to intensive interviews, to participant observation
methods—to elicit their goals and circumstances.

Unfortunately, however, we usually know much less about the goals
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and circumstances of individuals in societies that are distant in time or
space than we do of those closer at hand.41 On this account, historical
sociologists must place greater reliance on motivational assumptions in
their explanations. Therefore they must be sophisticated about deriving
models from assumptions about goals and instrumental action.

Since the number of possible goals is astronomical, what kinds of as-
sumptions should be made? We recommend that analysts begin by assum-
ing individual goals such as the pursuit of wealth, power, and prestige.
These particular goals are fungible—they can serve as means to the at-
tainment of a plethora of individual ends. Unlike nonfungible goals, which
are more likely to be idiosyncratically distributed in any society, everyone
can be relied on to prefer outcomes that promise them greater wealth,
power, and prestige to those promising less (Hechter 1994). Further, these
goals also have straightforward behavioral implications, making it feasi-
ble to construct testable models.

Sociologists inspired by rational choice have been able to construct pre-
cise and detailed explanations using these simple microfoundations. A no-
table example is William Brustein’s (1996) The Logic of Evil. In sharp
contrast to the prevailing wisdom that the rise of the Nazi party was due
primarily to anti-Semitism, Brustein begins with the simple assumption
that Germans chose to affiliate with the party whose platform best served
their material interests. Brustein analyzed political party platforms in de-
tail and collected “the most systematic and comprehensive database of
Nazi membership files that exists today” (Anheier 1997, p. 200) to test his
arguments. The propositions generated by his theory and supported by
the historical data are precise: he explains why livestock workers, import-
oriented blue-collar workers, and skilled laborers joined the Nazis much
more frequently than grain growers, export-oriented blue-collar workers,
and unskilled laborers. Clearly this is no case of post hoc redescription of
findings that others have already discovered, but a systematic analysis
guided by general theory that produced a novel and complex understand-
ing of an important historical event.

Models of Context in Historical Analysis

A common misunderstanding of rational choice is that it is a microlevel
theory. Somers (p. 763) succumbs to it by defining rational choice only in

41 Weber (1968, pp. 5–6) notes that “many ultimate ends or values toward which expe-
rience shows that human action may be oriented, often cannot be understood com-
pletely, though sometimes we are able to grasp them intellectually. The more radically
they differ from our own ultimate values, however, the more difficult it is for us to
understand them empathetically.” Tilly also comments on the “difficulty of verifying
arguments emphasizing attitudes and intentions with this sort of [historical] documen-
tation” (1975, p. 9).
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terms of its microlevel assumptions. She ignores the macrolevel models
of rational choice, even though they were a major part of our 1991 article.
Rational choice is a multilevel theory—it focuses on explaining mac-
rolevel outcomes, and it does so with arguments that always combine
macro and micro levels (Coleman 1986, 1990; Friedman and Hechter
1988; Hechter and Kanazawa 1997). Thus in addition to assumptions
about motives and goals, we need a method for analyzing the contexts
(including the structural and cultural conditions) within which action
takes place.42

As in the case of motives, contexts can be analyzed either in concrete
empirical terms (attempting to specify the particular constraints faced by
actors in all of their historical detail) or in relation to abstract theoretical
models of major categories of such contexts. The latter choice is preferable
on several counts.43 As in the case of motives, abstract models of contexts
serve to reveal anomalies and to foster the cumulation of knowledge. They
permit comparisons across cases (even those in very different places and
times) and across substantive topics. Most fundamental, they are useful
in generating testable hypotheses. One of the major advantages of abstract
models over the use of classification schemes or the orienting concepts
advocated by our critics is that they specify the interrelations between
factors. As Rodney Stark (1997, p. 26) puts it, “The difference here is that
between a parts catalog and a working diagram of an engine . . . a model
explains why and how things fit together and function.”

What sorts of contextual models should we constuct? Since we assume
an instrumental orientation to action and egoistic motivations at the micro
level, the answer is models that are consistent with these assumptions.
The building of such models is one of the principal activities of rational
choice theorists, who have developed a number of endogenous models of
context from agency theory, game theory, and group solidarity theory (see
Schelling [1960], Becker [1976], and Friedman and Hechter [1988] for de-
tailed discussions of several of the models developed in rational choice
theory). However, the analysis need not be limited to models developed
on the basis of rational choice. Several other types of models are consistent
with these microfoundations, including models of economic structure and
group conflict derived from Marxism (see Elster 1985; Roemer 1986;
Przeworski 1991), models of social relations from network theory (Cole-

42 Some historical sociologists are concerned with the origins of particular historical
contexts within which instrumental action takes place (e.g., Carruthers 1996; Clemens
1997).
43 Strictly speaking, the first choice is impossible—to describe fully the context of an
action would take longer than the life expectancy of most scholars. All of us have to
choose to focus on some elements of the context to the exclusion of others.
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man 1990; Burt 1992), and of course Weberian ideal-types of organiza-
tional forms and political systems (Weber [1922] 1968). For example, Bos-
well and Dixon’s (1993) analysis of the relationship between exploitation
and rebellion begins by reconstructing and elaborating Marx’s theory, us-
ing ideas drawn from analytical Marxism, and then provides a systematic
test of that theory based on quantitative cross-national data. Adams (1996)
combines the use of agency theory with Weber’s model of patrimonial
states and a model of brokerage from network theory to construct a fasci-
nating analysis of the relationship between states and colonial trading
companies in England and the Netherlands. Hedström (1994) combines
rational choice with network analysis to explain the spatial diffusion of
labor unions in Sweden from 1890 to 1940. These syntheses of rational
choice microfoundations and compatible models taken from other sources
illustrate the influence of rational choice in historical sociology—and how
different it is from its neoclassical cousin.

The abstract scope conditions of rational choice theory render these
explanations generalizable; this, in turn, increases their testability and
contemporary relevance. For example, Stark’s (1997) use of general theory
in his analysis of the rise of Christianity allows him to compare the condi-
tions that facilitated its rapid growth to the contemporary case of the
Mormons. Moreover, Kiser (1994) uses agency theory to argue that, when
communications, transportation, and record-keeping technologies are in-
adequate, particular types of monitoring problems will arise in the collec-
tion of indirect taxes that are best mitigated by using tax farming (privat-
ized tax collection) instead of salaried state administrators. Although the
argument was first tested in the context of early modern states, since its
scope was abstract—applying to conditions in which technologies of com-
munication, transportation, and record keeping are poor—Kiser and
Baker (1994) were able to use it to explain forms of tax administration in
contemporary less developed countries.

Rational choice theorists have often focused on ways that temporal se-
quence in which causal factors occur affects outcomes.44 One set of ratio-
nal choice models that can incorporate temporality come from game the-
ory, especially extensive form games (Kreps 1990, p. 13). These models
explain outcomes as the consequence of temporally ordered strategic inter-

44 Temporality is also important at a more micro level. Rational choice research on
discount rates (the rate at which actors discount future costs and benefits relative to
current ones) has contributed to our understanding of this process. Most economists
assume that discount rates are normally distributed in the populations they study, a
reasonable assumption if one does not know what causes discount rates to vary. More
sociological rational choice models have been attempting to discover the structural
determinants of variations in discount rates. For example, Levi (1988) shows that
discount rates increase with the insecurity of rule.
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action—sequences of action and reaction. Abell’s (1987) integration of
game theory into narrative analysis is the most highly developed attempt
to incorporate sequentiality in a theoretical manner, but there are other
prominent examples. Lindenberg (1989) outlines an ordered sequence of
game structures that are likely to unfold as a revolutionary situation
moves toward revolution and then employs these same structures to con-
struct brief narratives of the French and Russian revolutions. Heckathorn
(1988, 1990) uses game theory to demonstrate the importance of collective
sanctions in maintaining social control within groups. Drawing on Hecka-
thorn, Brown and Boswell (1995) analyze past strike outcomes by combin-
ing narrative, game theory, and qualitative comparative analysis (QCA)
to demonstrate that the sequence of “moves” by workers and unions is a
critical determinant of the outcome.45

Of course, if our purpose is to explain unique social outcomes or events,
abstract models and assumptions about motivations are insufficient. The
explanation of a unique outcome requires both general models and initial
conditions—that is, particular features of the specific case. However, these
initial conditions need not be ad hoc. Good models suggest the specific
features of cases that should be causally important. More fundamentally,
abstract ideal-types allow for the separation of the general and particular
features of each case, facilitating comparative analysis.

One feature of recent applications of game theory that increases its com-
patibility with historical sociology is the incorporation of the effects of
institutions and even particular events. Formal game theory models often
do not produce precise predictions of outcomes. The models yield multiple
equilibria and cannot predict which of these will occur in a given situation
(Hechter 1992a). At their best, these formal models reveal the outcomes
that cannot occur—those that are off the equilibrium path. To make their
explanations more precise, game theorists increasingly have attempted to
integrate formal game theoretic models with particular features of the
historical cases they study since only these particular features can tell them
why one of many possible equilibrium outcomes in fact occurred. The

45 Game theory is not the only means of incorporating temporality into rational choice
explanations. Brinton (1988) shows that differences in the timing of human capital
investments in Japan and the United States result in different levels of gender stratifi-
cation. Barzel and Kiser (1997) demonstrate that the timing of factors affecting the
insecurity of rule determines their effects on voting institutions—the Hundred Years’
War disrupted the development of voting institutions in France more than in England
because their prior development (and thus the ability to withstand shocks) was greater
in the latter. Rational choice work on agenda setting also incorporates temporality,
generally by demonstrating how moving first allows certain actors to shape outcomes
(see Weingast and Moran [1983] on congressional committees and Mueller [1989,
p. 255] on bureaus proposing budgets).
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classic example of this strategy is found in Schelling’s (1960) discussion
of focal points.

More recently, game theorists have been integrating formal rational
choice models with detailed narrative stories that incorporate initial con-
ditions (Abell 1987; Bueno de Mesquita 1996; Weingast 1996; Bates et al.
1998). Ermakoff’s (1997) analysis of the shift in medieval marriage norms
is a case in point. Using Levi’s (1988) model of quasi-voluntary compli-
ance, a game theoretic model of bargaining between aristocrats and Ro-
man prelates, and a detailed analysis of the historical evidence, he shows
why late 11th-century nobles decided to obey church norms about divorce
and endogamy (marrying cousins). These models provide a way of con-
structing explanations that combine the general and the particular while
maintaining a clear distinction between the two.

Rational choice is also helpful in studying path dependence. This con-
cept initially was developed by economists using rational choice micro-
foundations (Arthur 1988, 1989; David 1985). It emerged as an attempt
to resolve apparent anomalies in neoclassical economic theories—the per-
sistence of ostensibly inefficient equlibria, such as the adoption of the
QWERTY typewriter keyboard and the VHS videotape format.46 The
concept of path dependence combines specificity (the importance of partic-
ular initial conditions) and generality (abstract causal mechanisms that
make it difficult to exit from particular paths). Both history and general
theory are necessary to explain path-dependent outcomes, and neither
alone is sufficient (Blute 1997). The point holds both for evolutionary biol-
ogy and for historical sociology.

Rational choice theory is especially important in explaining the condi-
tions under which path dependence will be strong or weak. For example,
although the QWERTY keyboard configuration has remained constant,
other aspects of typewriting, such as the shift to electric typewriters and
then computers, have changed dramatically (Williamson 1993, p. 143).
General theory is necessary to explain why some aspects of typewriter
technology seem to be strongly path dependent and others do not (North
1991, pp. 92–95). Path dependence arguments that lack general theory,
such as those that Somers advocates, lack sufficient causal mechanisms:
they often take a post hoc ergo propter hoc form in which continuity over
time is posited as proof of causal path dependence. Baron and Hannan
(1994, pp. 1141–42) argue that “by articulating the sources of resistance
to change in social systems, sociologists could help transform the study of

46 It is not, however, evident that these two outcomes really are anamolous for neoclas-
sical economic theory, since the efficiency differences between alternative formats for
both products may have been overstated (Liebowitz and Margolis 1990, 1995).
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path-dependent development from historicism into a field in which predic-
tion and comparative assessments are possible.” Rational choice theory
can help do this in two ways. First, Arthur (1988, p. 10) has outlined
four self-reinforcing mechanisms, all of which assume rational action, that
produce and maintain path dependence: large fixed costs, learning effects,
coordination effects, and adaptive expectations. Second, by providing ab-
stract models of the payoffs to relevant actors of various strategies, game
theorists can show why an outcome is path dependent—either because it
is not in the interests of any of the relevant actors to change it or because
actors lack the resources to do so. Path dependence is the result of low
payoffs to actions that would lead to change—actions that are off the
equilibrium path.

Testing Rational Choice Theory and Resolving Anomalies

Since the ultimate criterion of the value of any theory is its ability to
explain the empirical world, our 1991 article focused on the importance
of systematically testing theories.47 Our critics disagree with our discussion
of theory testing, but here too their interpretations of our position vary,
and hence they offer quite different misgivings.48 Quadagno and Knapp
(1992, p. 494) note that our article “explicitly defines the process of identi-
fying causal mechanisms as an empirical one [since] testing . . . involves

47 There is ample discussion in our 1991 article of the importance of empirical testing
(pp. 8–9), the importance of theories having multiple clear empirical implications (pp.
16–17); we used an empirical illustration (pp. 17–23) to show how our approach to
state autonomy and policy formation differed from that of Skocpol (1979) and Mann
(1984, 1986).
48 Our arguments about the criteria for choosing cases to be studied also provoked
responses. Somers argues that we “presuppose that cases are . . . given in the nature
of things . . . rather than constructed along analytic parameters” (pp. 757–58). This
is a very odd misreading of our position—How could supporters of theory-driven
research advocate such an empiricist approach to case choice? We argued that cases
should be selected and defined on the basis of theoretical criteria. Skocpol (1992,
p. 332) defends States and Social Revolutions (1979) by asserting that it compares
not countries but “episodes,” implying that our criticism of the lack of independence
of her cases is off the mark. However, episodes also must be independent in the Millian
method: does Skocpol really want to claim that the 1917 “episode” of successful revolu-
tion in Russia was independent from the 1905 “episode” of failed revolution? Skocpol
(1992, p. 323) admits that the cases she addressed were in no way a representative
sample, but that her work should be judged in the broader context of subsequent
studies that expanded the empirical base by studying other cases. It is certainly true
that all research must be judged in the context of related research, and if many studies
together produce a more complete (even exhaustive) sample, then the case selection
problems in any particular study will be mitigated.
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the search for historical data that will either verify or refute the proposed
causal argument.” They go on to (correctly) conclude that “Kiser and
Hechter depend just as heavily on evidence for theorizing as do those
whose work they disparage.” In contrast, Somers drastically distorts our
position by asserting that we do not care about history or the empirical
testing of ideas. She complains that we have “an epistemology that tells
us it is theory that adjudicates truth,” (p. 755) and that ours is “a deductiv-
ism in which hypotheses are not only ‘guided’ . . . but adjudicated on the
basis of general theory” (p. 762).49 Somers suggests further that we “de-
nounce the use of history” (p. 723) and that history is “a casualty of the
new theory centrism” (p. 730).50

None of our critics have much faith in the type of systematic empirical
testing that we advocated. Quadagno and Knapp advocate a much looser
version of testing explanations, implying that it is easy to test practically
any claim. They suggest that “all forms of discourse are open to refutation,
revision, or rejection, and every piece of historical research is “tested,”
regardless of the particular theoretical form in which it is constructed”
(1992, p. 495). Somers takes the opposite line of attack; she lists several of
the well-known problems with theory testing, leaving the impression that,
for all practical purposes, the task is an impossible one (pp. 756–57).

Our own view lies in between these two poles. The testability of an
explanation depends on the nature of available evidence and on the char-
acteristics of the theoretical ideas. In historical research, evidence is often
sparse and fragmentary. In such circumstances, only certain kinds of theo-
ries can be testable. To be testable, a theory must yield propositions.51

Further, the more general and fruitful the theory (the greater the number

49 This sort of dismissive rhetoric is scattered throughout Somers’s discussion. She
describes our position as “theory proposes, theory disposes,” and states that we have
no “concern for accuracy and empirical detail” (pp. 730, 762).
50 How could Somers misconstrue the intent of our arguments about the importance
of empirical testing so thoroughly? This is accomplished by misinterpreting our philos-
ophy of science and our definition of general theory. Somers downplays our commit-
ment to empirical testing of ideas by redefining our philosophy of science as what she
labels theoretical realism, which she claims is “the thesis that belief in an explanation
depends on belief in the a priori theory from which it is imputed” (p. 727). Somers
also equates general theory with what Lakatos (1978) calls the hard core of a research
program, which is never directly tested (p. 743). However, Lakatos’s hard core refers
only to the fundamental assumptions of a theory. General theory also includes proposi-
tions derived from these assumptions, and these should be empirically tested.
51 This is the problem with Quadagno and Knapp’s argument that the role of theory
should not be to provide “answers” (presumably in the form of testable propositions)
but only to raise questions for narrative analysis to address (1992, p. 505; see also
Griffin 1993, p. 422). Since questions cannot be tested, they cannot generate anomalies,
and most philosophers of science agree that discovering anomalies is the main source
of cumulation of knowledge (Kuhn 1962; Lakatos 1978).
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and diversity of its empirical implications), the easier it is to test.52 General
theory entails all of these features, whereas none of them can be found in
the alternatives advocated by our critics.

Whether a test confirms the empirical implications of theoretical models
built on the assumption of instrumental action is always an open question.
If the evidence is roughly consistent with the model’s expectations, then
the analyst may presume to have explained the outcome or event, espe-
cially if alternative explanations are less consistent with empirical obser-
vations. If the explanations are at variance with empirical findings, how-
ever, then the search for an adequate explanation must continue. How
should the resulting anomalies be resolved? Anomalous findings can be
due either to the analyst’s misspecification of the context in which action
occurs, to misperception of the actors’ goals, to misspecification of action
orientations, or to the inadequacy of the theory. We suggest that modifica-
tions of the explanation should be made first in the least central aspects
of the theory, with consideration of successively more central elements if
that tack fails. Thus, if a given model comes up short, first change the
model of social structural constraints. For example, if group solidarity
theory is used, have any types of monitoring or sanctioning been ne-
glected? Perhaps an inappropriate model has been used to explain the
phenomenon. Perhaps the case is really a repeated game as opposed to a
one-shot game, or maybe it is a chicken game instead of a prisoner’s di-
lemma. Only if all such modifications fail to improve the fit should one
reassess the microfoundational assumptions (see Popper 1994, p. 17).

Consider the specification of the actors’ goals. As we have seen, this is
one of the most difficult things to determine and, no doubt, is the source
of many of the incorrect predictions in historical explanations. Finally, if
all else fails, perhaps the assumption of instrumental action is incorrect
and some other form of action should be employed in the explanation.
The outcome of this process of successive, staged revision invariably im-
proves the models and better specifies their scope, thereby advancing our
understanding of the given event or social outcome.

An example may help illustrate the way in which rational choice theo-

52 Somers favors a “problem-driven” approach to the choice of topics and cases instead
of our theory-driven perspective (pp. 772–73). Basically this means that the choice of
what to study comes from the realms of culture and current events rather than from
theory. Somers seems to construe problems as social problems that arise in particular
historical periods, often due to particular highly publicized events. She argues that
history should shape the questions that guide research (pp. 733–34): thus, the revolu-
tions of 1989 have increased scholarly interest in the study of democratization. No
doubt, major historical events and serious social problems should and do affect the
topics scholars choose to study. But this should not be the exclusive reason for choos-
ing a research topic.
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rists deal with anomalies. Almost all early modern states used tax farmers
to collect indirect taxes in order to compensate for their poor monitoring
capacity (Kiser 1994). However, Prussia—which likewise had poor moni-
toring capacity—employed state officials on fixed salaries instead. This
would appear to leave Prussia highly vulnerable to corruption, but there
is wide agreement that Prussian tax collection was efficient. In order to
resolve this apparent anomaly, Kiser and Schneider (1994) explore how
agency relations differed in Prussia. Agency theory suggests that either
the monitoring capacity of Prussian rulers was superior or that there was
another means of dissuading agents from corruption. It turns out that
Prussia indeed had a unique way of collecting indirect taxes. It relied
heavily on a “workfare” program that employed injured war veterans. (In
other countries, injured war veterans were placed in hospitals or given
welfare). Since injuries limited their alternative employment options,
these agents were highly dependent on rulers for a job; being fired thus
was a stronger sanction for them than it would be for uninjured agents.
This high dependence inhibited corruption. Thus the apparent anomaly
is resolved: Prussia could avoid tax farming because its workfare program
provided state officials with an alternative means of overcoming their
monitoring problems. Far from simply redescribing what everyone al-
ready knew, this study suggests that Weber (1968, p. 974) and many con-
temporary historians (Rosenberg 1958) may have been mistaken to con-
clude that Prussia’s efficiency owed to its bureaucratization: far from
hiring tax collectors on the basis of merit, Prussia instead chose them on
the basis of personal characteristics quite unrelated to their capacity to
do the job. Indeed, deviations from bureaucracy may have made the Prus-
sian state more effective than its competitors.

CONCLUSION

Debates on historical methodology have been taking place for ages. Our
1991 article began with a comment on the Methodenstreit that pitted Ger-
man social scientists against historians in the early years of the century.
If anything, the disciplinary scope of these debates has widened in recent
years. Conflicts once confined to the human sciences now encompass cri-
tiques of the natural and physical sciences as well (Lynch and Bogen
[1997] offer a recent programmatic statement). The thrust of Somers’s
critique rests on a rejection of our epistemology. But epistemological dif-
ferences are notoriously difficult to resolve. The advocates of rival views
do not share enough common ground (the noncontractual basis of con-
tract?) to engage in reasoned debate. Shouting matches are the usual re-
sult. We have no desire to engage in a shouting match. Suffice it to say
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that we presume a standard form of realism that undergirds, at least im-
plicitly, most empirical research in the social sciences. In contrast, Somers
argues for a new, idiosyncratic epistemology that has yet to withstand the
critical scrutiny of philosophers (see Searle [1993, p. 7] for a comment on
how the vast majority of American philosophy departments do not en-
dorse views of the sort that Somers espouses). Caveat emptor.

The debate over historical methodology will not be resolved by philoso-
phers, nor should it be. Presumably, the point of the debate is to improve
the quality of research in historical sociology. To that end, we have em-
phasized the research practices that flow from our approach (this debate
would have been more productive had Somers done likewise). At the end
of the day, historical sociologists must put their own chips down on a
research strategy.

Why then is an approach based on general theory to be preferred? For
at least five reasons. If all historical analyses dwell on some facts at the
expense of others, what guides this selection process? General theories
suggest which facts ought to be relevant and which can be safely ig-
nored. Without explicit theoretical guidelines, implicit biases are likely
to creep into the set of facts deemed relevant. Precisely because all obser-
vation is theory laden, the pretense to pure inductivism is at best self-
delusory. Inductivism therefore relies on implicit rather than explicit theo-
ries, but surely social science is better off with explicit rather than implicit
theories.

Second, such theories offer a source of generalizable causal mechanisms
that suggest how and why given causes produce given effects. Third, gen-
eral theories facilitate the cumulation of knowledge across substantive
domains. Because their models and mechanisms are generalizable, within
abstract scope conditions, this increases links between substantive do-
mains as well as between the past and the present. Fourth, general theories
are useful precisely because they do not provide perfect explanations. The
anomalies they highlight are major sources of new ideas for research.

Last—and most important—research based on general theories pro-
vides the seeds of these theories’ ultimate destruction. We advocate a so-
ciological version of rational choice not because we hold the theory to be
true or beautiful; we merely regard it as the best general theory currently
on offer (see Abell 1992). We will be surprised and disappointed if it is
possible to make the same assessment a few decades hence.

Therefore, we hope at some point to join Somers in saying, “Down with
rational choice theory!” However, we disagree about the conditions of its
eventual demise. She seems to think that rational choice will go away if
it is shunned. Quite the contrary. Rational choice will disappear only
when it is supplanted by a superior general theory. When that new day
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dawns and the superior theory stands revealed, we strongly doubt that it
will resemble the vision offered by Somers.
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